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ABSTRACT. - Suppose that the mean c of a vector of independent
Poisson variates (Xl, ... , Xp) lies in a subset m T of RP, where T is a
bounded domain and
We study the asymptotic behavior of the
minimax risk p (m T) and the construction of asymptotic minimax estiP

mators

as m ~

oo,

using

the information normalized loss

L
i= 1

of the polydisc transform, a many-to-one mapping from 1R2p
show that
where X (Q) is the
for
the
on
the
principal eigenvalue
pre-image Q of T
Laplace operator
under this transform. The proofs exploit the connection between p-dimensional Poisson estimation in T and 2 p-dimensional Gaussian estimation
inQ.
With the
to

use

we
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RESUME. -

On

suppose que la moyenne a d’un vecteur
variables
de Poisson indépendantes se trouve dans
X = (Xi, ...,X~) de p
un sous-ensemble m T de ~, ou T est
(relativement) ouvert et borne et
m > 0. On étudie le comportement asymptotique du risque minimax et la
construction des estimateurs asymptotiquement minimax quand m 7’ 00
p

avec

la fonction de perte

normalisée L

(di -

Avec la transforma-

transformation de !R2p à Rp+, on démontre que
ou ~, (S2) est la plus petite valeur propre
le
de
Dirichlet
sur l’image inverse Q de T sous
positive pour problème
la transformation polydisque. La demonstration utilise la relation entre
l’estimation poissonnienne sur T
et l’estimation gaussienne sur
Q C [R2P.
tion

polydisque,

une

p (m T) = p - m -1 ~, (SZ) + o (m -1),

1. INTRODUCTION

Let

means

estimation of
the
using

We

be a vector of independent Poisson variates,
6 = (~1, ...,?p). This paper is concerned with minimax
o given the prior information that 03C3 lies in a set m T and

X = (X1,

having

... ,

information

normalised

loss

function

consider the asymptotic behavior of the minimax risk
inf sup Ea L (8 (X), 0-) and the construction of asymptotically

p (m T)

=

8

eJ e mT

minimax estimators as
This paper is a companion to Johnstone
and MacGibbon ( 1992), henceforth called I, in which background motivation for the problem and a variety of non-asymptotic results were given.
The connection between asymptotic minimax estimation and the principal eigenvalue of elliptic equations was first elaborated in a series of
papers by Levit (1980, 1982, 1985 a) and Berkin and Levit (1980). They
studied asymptotic second-order minimax estimators under a general class
of loss functions in Gaussian and locally asymptotic Gaussian settings,
and connected with the principal eigenvalue of the Laplace (or more
generally, second order uniformly elliptic) equation in the domain in which
the parameter lies. Bickel (1981) independently derived the results for
intervals and spheres in the Gaussian setting for squared error loss.
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Melkman and Ritov (1987) extended Bickel’s univariate results to a class
of location problems. Levit (1986) considers (amongst other things) the
information normalised loss function for exponential families including
Poisson and establishes a variety of second order admissibility results.
Our approach to second-order asymptotic estimation in the Poisson case
is inspired by Bickel’s ( 1981 ) method for Gaussian data.
A fundamental role in our study is played by a many-to-one mapping
T : f~2p -~ [R~, called the polydisc transform, where

For each set T in
the Poisson mean parameter space, Q i -1 (T)
will denote the pre-image of T. The name reflects the fact that the
pre-image of a rectangle [0, a] c
namely
=

,

is termed a polydisc in function theory.
The inverse mapping
is a "dimension-doubling" version of the
traditional square-root variance stabilising transformation for Poisson
data. The virtue of the polydisc transform is that its inverse converts
relatively unpleasant optimization problems for T into the well understood
Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equation on Q.
An asymptotic theory is obtained by approximating p (m T) as m - oo .
If the variables Xi in the original setting are obtained from observing a
Poisson process for a certain time, the asymptotic formulation corresponds
to long observation times on the process.
The chief purposes of the paper are
( 1 ) To present conditions under which the asymptotic expansion

is valid. Here Q is the pre-image of T under the polydisc transform "C
defined by ( 1 ) and X denotes the principal eigenvalue of the Laplace
operator on Q: i. e., the smallest constant X for which there exists a nontrivial solution to the equation

In the situations for which we establish (2), we also exhibit an asymptotically minimax sequence of estimators built from the principal eigenfunction
of (3) corresponding to ~, (S2).
(2) To study the information-like functionals that arise in studying
Bayes risks in Poisson estimation. We explore analogies with the role of
Fisher information in Bayes estimation of a Gaussian mean vector. In the
latter case,
1), Brown’s identity connects the Bayes risk
Vol.
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for estimation of 9 with
continuous

with

prior density
via the

I (H) =

Fisher

absolutely
information

identity

where 03A6 denotes the standard Gaussian distribution in [R2P. If e = m t and
the prior H c~m F are transforms of F (dt) under the scaling O’m: T - m T,
then
=

where for the present we take this as the definition of Jm.
As m - oo, we show that Jm approaches a limit

The

properties of Jm and J are essential to our method of establishing (2).
(3) To study the connection of the p-dimensional Poisson estimation
problem with the 2 p-dimensional Gaussian location estimation problem
induced by the transform ( 1 ). For example, the functional (6) is related to
Fisher information via the identity

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 collects preliminary technical material on existence and uniqueness of solutions to the equation (3),
smoothness conditions on the boundary aSZ and regularity properties of
the solutions. Section 3 outlines the main results on asymptotic minimaxity
and sketches the proof in order to bring out the roles of the functionals
Jm and J. Section 4 focuses on the properties of the limiting functional J;
and along the way we obtain a multivariate extension of Huber’s (1964,
1981 ) operator norm characterisation of Fisher information for location.
Section 5 studies the discrete functionals Jm and establishes the limiting
continuity and semi-continuity relations connecting Jm with J. Finally,
Section 6 collects details of the proofs.
HEURISTICS. - Here is an informal explanation of the connection with
the Laplace equation. Assume first that the Poisson mean parameter c
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lies in S
estimator

(later

we

set

S = m T). The unbiased estimate of risk of any
has the form

where ei denotes a unit vector in the i-th co-ordinate
equality (9) defines the difference operator D (g, X). When

direction and
S is large, the
standard deviation of X will be small relative to S, and we seek the
smallest K for which there exists a solution to

(or, strictly speaking, for x in a neighborhood
high probability whenever ~ E S). Further, our
served by replacing inequality with equality.

of S that contains X with
heuristic purposes will be

The increments x to x + ei are small relative to the standard deviation
of typical parameter points in S = m T for m large, so consider a
differential equation approximation to ( 10):

Complete class theorems
restricted to the class of
sponding

to

imply that the search for solutions g1 can be
Bayes rules. For large x, the Bayes rule correa prior density p (c) dc has the form (Corollary 18)

Thus the vector of functions
and is thus determined by
the single function p. Although this could be substituted into ( 11 ), the
variational discussion in Section 4 of I suggests that we write p q2 and
substitute
2 xi q -1
into ( 11 ). This yields
=

where L is the indicated second order differential operator. Since the prior
density p and hence q is supported on S, we are again led to seek the
smallest value of K for which a solution exists to

(Note that this heuristic argument does not seem to yield the boundary
condition q = 0 on aS.)
In studying admissibility in Poisson estimation for the informationnormalized loss, Brown (1979, p. 983) noted the resemblance of the differential inequality for p-dimensional estimation to the differential inequality
occurring in 2 p-dimensional Gaussian estimation for squared-error loss.
Vol. 29, n° 2-1993.
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The polydisc transformation
tion.

of

t (00)
on

( 1 ) is

elaboration of this observacomputation shows that
and hence that equation ( 13)

an

takes the Laplacian form (3).
Error terms can be given (at least in order of magnitude) in the above
heuristics if S = m T and m - oo . Suppose that/(r) is a probability density
supported on T and that the sequence of priors pm (~) is defined via
with a = m i. Then, if x = mz
pm

uniformly

in

Writingf=v2

z

as

belonging
before, so

to

compact subsets of int T (Corollary 18).

that

it is

easily found

that

and hence that the eigenvalues K+ for S = m T in (13) are related to the
eigenvalues ~+ for T in (3) by K+ ==~+/~.
In particular, formula (14) also suggests the form of an asymptotically second-order minimax estimator in terms of the prior density
f (i) = u~ (w), where SZ = i -1 (T) (cf Theorem 6).
We conclude this section by collecting notation and definitions for later
use.

NOTATION. -

by D~: Di u = (a/axi) u (x),
shown explicitly.

or

Dxi

...,

Derivatives are denoted
for
when the variable of differentiation is
is a vector field, D . ~ _ ~ Di
i

RP. Then cð (X, RP) denotes the space of k-times continuously
differentiable functions defined on and having compact support in X (in
the relative topology of X) and taking values in RP. Often this is written
simply as C~ (X), or as cð when X = RP. We make the convention throughof a set A will
out that 0° =1 and 0/0=0. The indicator function
sometimes be denoted simply {A}: for example
will be
Let X

c

I {A}

written g (x)

{ x E B }.

DEFINITIONS. - (i) We assume throughout that T is relatively open in
T equals the intersection with R~_ of some open set in RP. We call T
a domain if it is R + open and connected. Since the continuity of risk
functions ensures that p (T) = p (T). we may and shall by convention
choose T so that T = int T.
is a critical face for T if
(ii) The i-th face of R~.,
the set of indices of
T intersects ~. Denote by I = I (T) c
critical faces. Throughout the paper, we restrict attention to the class of
estimators

R~.:

:T,=0},
{ 1, ...,~}
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since estimators not in A are easily seen to have infinite maximum risk.
define the integrated
(iii) For a (prior) probability distribution
risk r (8, F) and the Bayes risk r (F) by

uca

w

(iv) Let F* (X) denote the collection of
in X. According to the minimax theorem

probability

measures

supported

A prior distribution attaining the supremum is called leastfavorable for T.
When T is compact, least favorable distributions exist.

2.

HOLDER CONTINUITY OF SOLUTIONS AND BOUNDARIES

This section contains preliminary technical information on properties
of solutions to (3) and the essentially equivalent classical Dirichlet problem

Here
space

WÕ,2

denotes the closure of Cõ (Q) in WI, 2 (Q), the Sobolev
of once-weakly differentiable functions having norm

consisting

We

use

Gilbarg and Trudinger (1983, GT)

as a convenient reference for certain standard
definitions, notation and
theorems. See also Levit (1982, Theorem 5) for an overview. The following
is a standard result
GT, p. 214, for example).

THEOREM 1.
achieving the minimum in

-

(1) There is a unique (up to sign) function u03A9 ~ W1, 20( 3A9)
(18). It satisfies the equation

(2) The minimum eigenvalue ~, (SZ) > 0 and is simple; the corresponding
eigenfunction Un (or - u~) is positive throughout S2.
is monotone in S2 : 0 c 0’ implies
(3) The minimum eigenvalue
~, (0) ~ ~, (0’).
HÖLDER CONTINUITY. - We shall need Holder-continuity properties of
u~ to establish weak convergence of the least favorable distributions and
to verify asymptotic minimaxity of estimator (25). Let j ( jl,
be a
multi-index, I j I = ~ ji and a E (0, 1]. Following the conventions of GT
=

... ,

Vol.
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(Section 4 .1 ), define

We

need

the

II( u ~!!c" (Q) = I u 10 +

k=O and 2. In particular, when k=0,
and the following easily checked properties will be

cases
0’

used later.

if at
BOUNDARY ASSUMPTIONS. - A domain Q is said to be of class
a
there
exists
of
co-ordinates
every point 03C90 ~ ~03A9,
u = u (00) having
change
Holder continuous second derivatives with index u e (0, 1] in which Q is
specified near coo by the inequality Mi>0. We call Q C2,03B1-approximable if
there exists a sequence of C2, ex domains QJQ with Â (QE) i ~, (SZ). A
domain T c R;. is called
approximable if t - 1 (T) is also.
Consider now domains T c R;.. The relevant part of the boundary of T
is aT. Here boundary is computed in the relative topology of R~., thus
for example a [0, m] === { ~},
’tl + i2 -_ 1} = {T: i 1 + i2 = 1}. In parInt
Q. For an arbitrary To E aT, let n (io)
ticular,
(T B aT)
(Int T)
denote the number of zero components of To. Call T of class
if at
each To, there is a
of
in
co-ordinates
a
=
cr
which
T is
(t)
change
near
the
for
This
definispecified
inequalities
To by
tion is consistent with that for Q = ’t - 1 (T) in the following sense:
=

LEMMA 2. - If T is
(The proof is deferred
also.)

=

then
to Section 6. We believe the

also.
converse

to be true

certain sufficient conditions for a domain Q to be C2, (X
and Levit (1980) call Q a "C2, (X domain
with non-zero corners" if at each 03C90 ~ ~03A9 there exists a C2, (X co-ordinate
in which Q is specified near Oo by the inequalities
change
1
domain with non-zero
Similarly, call T c R + a
corners if for each To E aT, there is a
change of co-ordinates cr, in
which T is specified near To by the inequalities
with
jl (’to) > n (’to). The obvious extension of Lemma 2 in conjunction with
Proposition 3 below ensures that this is a sufficient condition for
approximability of T.

There

are

approximable. Firstly, Berkhin
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Secondly, Dancer ( 1988) proves continuous dependence of X (0) on 0
under what we shall call Dancer’s condition on S2: let B be a ball
and u=O on (B".O), then UEWÕ,2(0). We
containing Q. If
believe that Dancer’s condition holds for 03A9 ’t -1 (T) for essentially all sets
T arising in applications. In particular, we expect it to hold for sets T
which at each to E af are specified (after a smooth co-ordinate change cr)
by a finite number of linear inequalities on cr.
=

PROPOSITION 3.
(i) Let S2 be a piecewise-smooth domain with nonzero corners and let SZ£ be a sequence of regions of the same type tending
- X
(0). In particular, 0 is C2, «-approximable.
unif’ormly to Q. Then ~,
(ii) Suppose that 0 is a domain satisfying Dancer’s condition and such
domains SZE ~ 03A9 such that for any
that there exists a sequence of
K for small E. Then 0 is C2° «-approximable.
compact K c 0,
-

Proof. - An informal argument is given in Courant-Hilbert (1953,
Theorem VI11). Part (i ) is proved in Berkhin and Levit ( 1980,
Theorem 7). For part (ii ) apply Dancer’s ( 1988) Theorem 1 to
f(u) = pu, uo 0 with j X (O):f: 8 for sufficiently small 8 to conclude that
X (0&#x26;) E (X (0) - 8, X (0) + õ) for s - E (8)..
Finally, we collect properties of solutions to the Dirichlet problem (3)
that depend on the above smoothness hypotheses.
=

THEOREM 4. and b)

=

(i) If the

domain 0 is

of class C2, (x,

then

a)

Un E C2,

(X (S~)

(ii) If 03A9 is of class C2’°‘

on aSZ,
there exists C2 > 0 such that
is the inner normal to Q.
where d ( . , . ) denotes Euclidean distance.
(iii ) Let
For sufficiently small E, S2E is a domain of class
and the constants

where

n

0.£= { 0): d(O), H)8},

Ci, C2 in (i ) and (ii ) may be taken independent of E.
Proof. - Part (i ) a) is in GT, p. 214, part(i)b) may be found in
Ladyzhenskaya and Ural’tseva (1968, 1973, chap. 3) though Levit (1982,
Theorem 5) makes the dependence on Q more explicit. In particular,
1100. II!, ex is a Holder norm on aS~ defined by Levit. Part (ii ) follows from
Giraud’s theorem (Miranda, 1970, p. 7) and the positivity of Un. Finally,
part (iii ) follows from part (i ) and the refinement of Giraud’s theorem
given by Berkhin and Levit ( 1 980)..
3. MAIN ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS AND OUTLINE OF PROOFS
Let independent
Poisson (m ii), i =1,
p and suppose that ’t E T,
relatively open connected subset of R~. having compact closure. Suppose
...,

a

Vol. 29, n° 2-1993.
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also that T is
where

approximable.

THEOREM 5.

i =1,

(i)

-

As in Section 1, let

... , p.

c

R 2p,

The minimax risk

denotes the minimum

(it)

Finally

g = ’t - 1 (T)

set

eigenvalue of

the

Laplace operator

2p

i1. =

~

on

Q, i. e. the smallest ~, for which the equation

is onea non-zero solution. The eigenspace corresponding to
Q) [or
dimensional, and the corresponding eigenfunction
u~ (00)] is strictly positive on Q. Assume that u~ is normalised so that

has
-

=1.

.

(iii) Let Pm (dcr) denote a least favorable prior distribution for the region
Sm m T and Fm (di) the corresponding prior rescaled to T. A probability
(with
density may be unambiguously defined on T by fo
the
measure F 0 (di) fo (1:) di is the weak limit of the (rescaled)
and
=
~
-p)
cp
least favorable distributions Fm.
The proof of this theorem is spread over the following sections and is
outlined at the end of this section. In the companion paper I, it was
=

=

shown that p (T)

>_ p2/(p + ~, (SZ)).

Theorem 5 states that this bound is

asymptotically sharp.
Now, assume further that T is a domain in R~ of class C2, IX, and let
the q-extension of T be defined by
d(.,.)
d (i,
denotes Euclidean distance. If S2 is a domain in R2p, we may similarly
c SZ’~ 1 ~2 [Lemma 19 (ii )] .
and it may be shown that i -1
define
Define

THEOREM 6. - For T

is

a

second order

as

above, if

=

m - ~, for 0

~ a/2,

asymptotically minimax estimator of cr

then

in mT:
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The proof involves substitution of estimator (25) into the unbiased risk
estimate exhibited in (8) and is deferred to the Appendix.
STARSHAPED DOMAINS. - We shall call a domain T c R~ strictly starlies
shaped relative to To if (i) 03C4 ~ T implies that the closed segment
in T, and (ii ) for no point 03C4 ~ ~1T does
lie in the tangent plane
to 01 T atr. For strictly star-shaped
domains, a slightly simpler
construction of a second order asymptotically minimax estimate can be
given in terms of the least favorable prior corresponding to the domain T.
For brevity, we describe only the special case in which To=0. Then set
f (i) u~ (00) and
=

Here

for 0Pa/4.
~=1-3~, çm= 1 +Em and
Examples. - In the companion paper I, the explicit forms of the
asymptotically least favorable density fm (r) from (22) are given for different domains T such as rectangles, solid simplexes and hyperrectangles.
By use of the polydisc transform, these densities are expessed in terms of
Bessel functions.
In the case of a solid simplex in R§ (p >_ 2), we obtain the following
consequence of Theorem 6. An analogous result for Gaussian data is
noted by Bickel (1981, p. 1307).
COROLLARY 7. - For each

as
p >_ 2, õm (x) - 8cz (x) = ( 1Thus, 8cz (x) is minimax estimator of ~, in
Clevenson and Zidek (1975) introduced õcz as a minimax estimator of

m --~ oo .

that dominates the maximum likelihood estimator in terms of risk. The
corollary is established by noting from paper I that
c

p

for

0 ~ i ~ _ ~ i~ m,

where

is the Bessel function of the first kind

i

of index p and vp is its smallest
in (23) and (24).

positive

zero.

Now take limits

as m - 00

Proof of Theorem 5 (Outline). - Suppose that F (di) is a probability
supported in T. Let 6m (r) m r and denote by am F the rescaled
measure in m T . Recall that r (P) denotes the Bayes risk for prior P
[cf (16)]. Define
measure

more

=

explicit representations appear in Section 5.
has a weakly differentiable density f,

If F

and noted at

Vol. 29, n° 2-1993.
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where I ( . ) is a scalar form of Fisher information for multivariate distributions. In Section 4, we pursue the analogy with Fisher information and
define an extension of J to all probability measures F.
Let P m be a sequence of least favorable distributions for the sets m T,
and let
be measures rescaled to have support in T. Since T
is compact, the sequence {F*m} has weak limits that are probability measures supported on T. Let F* be any such weak limit: the key to the proof
of (iii) lies in showing that J (F*) _ J (Fo).
Consider first the case in which T (and hence Q, by Lemma 2) is of
class C2, CZ. Then the following sequence of inequalities is fundamental:
J (F*) _ lim infJm (Fm) lim sup Jm (F

(7)
m) ~ lim Jm (Fo) J (Fo) ~.
from the joint lower semi-continuity of

The first

=

inequality follows
(m, F) - Jm (F) (Theorem 15). The second is trivial, while the third reflects
that fact that Fm is least favorable and by definition minimizes Jm. The
fourth equality expresses the convergence of Jm to J for sufficiently nice
measures (Theorem 16): this step uses the regularity properties of solutions
to the boundary problem (22) for smooth domains.
If the domain Q is merely
approximable, then choose a sequence
of
domains Qg c Q for which ~,
decreases to À (Q). Since Qg c Q,
and so the argument leading to (27) shows that
J (F*) _ J (FJ where
= cp M~ (co). Since (by Theorem 1 ) J (FJ = ~
and decreases to X (Q) J (Fo), it follows that J (F*) _ J (Fo).
Since lim sup Jm (F:) 00, it follows from Theorem 15 (ii) that
F* (80 T) 0. On the other hand, finiteness of J (F*) entails (Theorem 9)
that F* is absolutely continuous on (0, oo)P relative to Lebesgue measure
and that its density f * integrates to 1. We know from Theorem 1 ( 1 ),
however, that fo dF0/d03C4 is the unique minimizer of J ( fo) amongst probability densities. Consequently F* = Fo, which is thus the single weak limit
of {F~ }. Equality must hold throughout in (27) so that
=

=

=

This shows that
and

(outline of the) proof of Theorem 5.
Remark. - The strategy (27) for proving convergence of least favorable
distributions is modelled after that of Bickel (1981) in the univariate
Gaussian case. There, translation invariance and the continuous sample
where
space allow the analogue of Jm (F) to be represented as
denotes the N (0, 1 /m) density, and I (F) is the usual Fisher information for an absolutely continuous measure F (cf (5)]. In the Poisson
setting, Jm (F) is not related so directly to J (F). Indeed, each Jm is derived
from a discrete sample space, whereas the limit J is continuous. It is
completes

the
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helpful to develop representations of Jm and J in terms of test functions
(in the Schwartz distribution sense). This is inspired by Huber’s (1964,
1981) "test-function" interpretation of Fisher information and some
related notions for discrete distributions in Johnstone and MacGibbon
(1987). Sections 4 and 5 are largely concerned with developing these representations and further properties of Jm and J required to establish (27).

4. TOTAL FISHER INFORMATION
AND ITS POISSON RELATIVES

The purpose of this section is to extend the definition of J (I) in (6) to
arbitrary measures F for use in the proof of Theorem 5. The extension is
similar in spirit to the extension of Fisher information (for location) from
densities to measures on R given by Huber (1964, 1981). We begin by
carrying over Huber’s construction to "Fisher information" for measures
on RP as this setting is simpler and yet contains most of the ideas needed
for the Poisson case also.

4.1. Scalar Fisher information for multivariate location
Let F be

a

probability measure

on

RP and define

THEOREM 8.
The following two statements are
(i ) I (F) 00,
(ii) F is absolutely continuous with respect to
density f that is weakly differentiable and
-

In either

case

equivalent

Lebesgue

measure

with

I (F) =

Remark. - Steele ( 1986) has described a notion of finite Fisher information for densities on RP. Theorem 8 shows that our definition is consistent
with his.
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Proof - (ii) => (i ) This is an easy consequence
inequality and the divergence theorem:

of the

Cauchy-Schwartz

(ii ) The proof that F is absolutely continuous is by induction
case p =1 being Huber’s result. Set ~=(~1, ...~p-i), z = xp, and
F1 is the marginal distribution
decompose
distribution for z given y. One
conditional
is
a
and
regular
of y
F2
consider
that
verifies
easily
E
i
=
where
for
and
0
for
p,
Cõ (R) /’ 1
(y, z) = ~i (y) (z)
in a suitable manner. The induction hypothesis guarantees that F 1
is absolutely continuous with density fl. Consider the mapping T:

(i )

==>

on p, the

CÕ(RP,

and

Write

given by

note that

Thus T may be extended to a linear functional on all of L2 (RP, dF) with
the same norm. The Riesz representation theorem provides a vector field

k E L2 (F)

such that

s)F2(dsly). If 03C8 e C~0 (Rp),

we

may

apply

Fubini’s theorem to obtain

Let

F (dy,

measure

we

by verifying

Fix 03C6 E C~0

and

£>

about 0 of radius R.

that

(30)

show that F and F

implies 03C6 dF = 03C6supp dF03C6

0. Choose R
e

so

that K

=

C~0 (Rp) by 03C8n ( y, z)

=

are

the

same

for

all 03C6 E C~0 (RP).

c

BR (0), the ball

z-~ Dp

03C8n ( y, z) dz,
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where

we

~) == ~ (3~, z) 2014 ~ (~, z - n R). Clearly

set

as n - 00. To verify
inequality implies

the

same

result for

F,

note that the

Cauchy-Schwartz

and hence that

since

kpEL2 (dF). Consequently

This establishes
of the density of F relative to
To complete the proof,

is indeed

as noo.

k2 f , f ’

oo .

Lebesgue
we

a

version

measure.

note

that

kf

is

integrable

Equating the two representations

since

for T shows that

(e. g. Gilbarg and Trudinger, 1983, p. 149)
that f is weakly differentiable with Df=kf Again from the Riesz theorem,
It follows from the definitions
we

conclude that

4.2. Poisson

analogue

The space of test vector fields

RP) : for
Vol.

29, n° 2-1993.

some

E>O and

i =1, ..., p) is given by

all i, XfM=0

ifT,s}.

(32)
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The reason for the extra condition appears in the
be a probability measure on R~.. Define

proof below. Let

and for

on

weakly differentiable probability density

a

ambiguity results if F
analogue of Theorem 8.
No

=

0: this is

(0,

F (di)

set

guaranteed by

the

following

THEOREM 9. -

If J (F) 00 then (i) F is absolutely continuous with
respect
Lebesgue measure on (0, oo )p, with density f, (ii ) f is weakly
then
differentiable on (0, oo)p and (iii) J ( f ) ~. If also
J(F)=J( f).
0, then J (F) J ( f ) 00.
Conversely if (i)-(iii) hold and F
Remark. - Note that nothing is said about F on ~R~.. The result could
be strengthened by adapting the method of proof to cases in which
F(~R~.)>0, but we do not do this here.
Proof. - The converse follows as in the Fisher information case, so
to

=

long
set T

as we

note that the

containing

supp

equality

x) depends

on

the

=

ÎT x . Df (for

vanishing

of the

an

R~-open

boundary

Fortunately, the normal component x . n vanishes

on

term

by

the very choice of X.
The remainder of the theorem is proved by minor modifications of the
proof of Theorem 8. Again the proof is by induction, involving the
for r ( y, z). For x E X, set
decomposition F (dr:)
=

assume

that

T to the

=

The finiteness of J (F) permits us to extend
Consein
with
k
E
L2
T
that
of
such
representer
dF)

F1
= /1 ( y) dy.
completion H of X

quently, there exists

a
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Define

g (z I y) _ -

and argue

for

=

of (31 )

F ( dy,

is

as

before that

The
as z ~

~,

so

analogue

it follows that F = F

on

and hence that F has density f (i) fl ( y) g (zy) on (0, oo )p.
If x E Cà «(0, oo)p), then we may replace dF by f di in (34). It follows
and hence that f
that ki ii 1 f is integrable on compact subsets of (0,
is weakly differentiable on (0, oo)P with
0, then
Finally, if F

(0,

=

=

5. INFORMATION FUNCTIONALS FOR PRIORS
AND CONTINUITY

The information functionals Jm (F) defined in (26) play a basic role in
the proof of Theorem 5. Although only the limiting form J (F) bears
an explicit relation to Fisher information I (F), through the polydisc
transform (7), many of the standard properties of I (collected, for example,
in Chapter 4 of Huber, 1981 ) have easily established analogues for each Jm
which we shall exploit. Proofs are collected in Section 6.

Define the
x

(x)

or

marginal density

7~ when there is

no

of P

ambiguity.

Define also

p03C4

(x) P (dt),

or

just

now representations of Bayes estimators. If i does not index
critical face [defined at (15)], then p (x) 00 even if x~ _ -1. Introduce
indicators Ki =1 if i is a critical face and K~ = 0 otherwise, and let
I I (T) = {r Ki = 1}. The Bayes rule corresponding to P in A (T), [cf. (15)],
has the representation

We consider
a

=

See also Remark 1 in Section 6. When

Vol.29,n°2-1993.
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this may be rewritten

as
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In the
sums are

following definitions, in addition to the indicated
only over those x for which p (x - e~) > o.

ranges, the

taken

The following Poisson analogue of Brown’s (1971) identity expresses
the Bayes risk of a prior distribution in terms of differences of the marginal
density of P.
LEMMA 10:
1

Remark. - Given a probability distribution x (x)
K (x) satisfies the inequality

on

Zp+, the functional

equality if and only if 03C0 is the product of independent
geometric distributions (possibly with unequal success probabilities). This
the
from
follows
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality applied to
L L [Tt (’7C) - TC (x - xi.

with

i

Let P* (X) denote the collection of probability measures supported in X.
The representations (40) and (37) make it easy to show that the least

favorable distribution is

unique, using

strictly concave on P* (T).
A "test function" representation for Jm that corresponds to that of (33)
for J is useful in studying convergence of Jm to J. We derive this first for
the functional Kx, using a discrete analogue of the function class X defined
in (32), namely ~={~:Z~-~R~: each ~i has compact support and
~i (x) 0 whenever xi
LEMMA 11. - The function P ~

r

(P)

is

=

LEMMA 12:

We

is

a

now

relate

probability

Kx

to

measure

Jm (in Theorem 14 below). Suppose that
supported on Tc=R~ The rescaling function
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6 = 6m (i) = m i induces a measure 6m F
probability measures on R~ x Zp by

S = m T. Define

on

a

sequence of

Expectations computed under Pm are denoted by Em, and expectations
involving the posterior distribution of T given x will be written (with
Denote the prior
slight abuse of notation) as
to
corresponding F (di) by Pm (d6).
LEMMA 13:

We note also that
following forms

expectations against marginal densities
and secondly

have the

.,
.

~
.

To state the representations for Jm (F), let Xx =
each critical face i, there exists E~ > 0 such that x~ (’t)
THEOREM 14. - Let F be

a

probability measure

pm (x) correspond to ~m F as described above,

where Smx (x) _ c2
for some positive c2
ishes if I I= p.
(iii) If F is absolutely continuous on (0,
density f and F (aR+) 0, then

=

=

on

for

0 if i~

T. If ~t =

~

(am F)

and

then

If I I (T)= p, Om 0. Otherwise, if T is compact,
depending only on T, such that
C1 mei"’.
=

{ x C5 (R~, RP):
E

there exist positive cl, ~1

c2 (x,

T ),

E 1= £1

(T)

and

van-

oo)p with weakly differentiable

=

Part (i ) connects Jm to K through the rescaling
The terms A~
and 8~ will be shown to be asymptotically negligible as m - 00.
Formula (45) provides the discrete counterpart for Jm (F) of formula (33)
Vol. 29, n° 2-1993.
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for J (F) for arbitrary priors F, whereas (46) is the analogue of formula (6)
for J ( f ) when F has a differentiable density f
We now turn to continuity properties of the functionals Jm (F) needed
for (27). The first states that (m, F) ~ Jm(F) is lower semi-continuous.
Since no restrictions are placed on the measures F, the proof necessarily
involves the representations (45) and (33).
is a sequence of probability measures on
(i)
J (Fo) _ lim inf Jm (Fm).
then
to
R + converging weakly F 0’
>
(ii ) In particular, if Fo (8R~) 0, then lim inf Jm (F m) 00.
The second property asserts that Jm (F) actually converges to J (F) if F
is assumed to have sufficient regularity properties. The proof, although
lengthy, amounts to showing that the dominated convergence theorem
may be applied to representation (46).

THEOREM 15. -

=

THEOREM 16. - Suppose that F has a continuous density f with compact
Assume that (i) T is a
support. Let T= {-r: f (i) >0 } and y (i) = d(i,
domain of class C2, (X (GT, p. 94), (ii) f is C1 on T and
ii Di f (i) 100,

sup
i, T

and (iii) there exist c, k > 0 such that for y (-r) sufficiently small, f(03C4)~
Then as m -~ 00

c

yk (i).

where un
Remark. - In the proof of Theorem 5, we
solves (22). The regularity properties of Un provided by Theorem 4 ensure
that Theorem 16 applies to this choice of f. Indeed, since Q is assumed
(Q). Thus
to be of class C2, (x, it follows from Theorem 4 (i) that Un E
onQ. Since T is bounded, this establishes
near
0)
for
Let
aSZ,
condition
Yn (00)
(ii).
y (i) Ci Yn (0)) ~ c2 yl/2 (r). Thus, Giraud’s Theorem [Theorem 4 (ii )] guarantees that f (i) u~ (00) >_ c3 Y~ (00) >_ c4 Y2 (’t) for Y (’t) sufficiently small,
which establishes condition (iii).
Finally, we articulate a simple approximation result that is basic to the
proof of Theorem 16, and also to the approximation of Bayes estimates
[cf (14) in the introduction].
=

=

LEMMA 17. -

then

uniformly

on

compact subsets of

(0,

COROLLARY 18. - Let F (di) have weakly differentiable density f(T) on
as the rescaled version of F. Then if
and define
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representation (43) with the relation

6. PROOFS
If P E P* (T n
Remark 1.
the original problem) as
-

(0, oo)p),

then

(35)

may be

re-expressed (in

8p,,(x)={E(~-~)}-~
For example, if p = 1 and
supp P intersects
from
then
(35) 8p(l)=(l+~)’~ whereas the above
P== 1/2(8~+8~),
1.
would
representation
give

but this is false if

2. - We prove that if T is C2, (X possibly with nonalso is n = t -1 (T). Some care is needed to allow for
Pick 03C90 ~ ~03A9 and let to t
points
Renumbering coordinates if necessary, assume that 03C40i = 0 for 1
Let c (r) be a C2,(X
and near to, T is
change of co-ordinates near to such that det
described’ by
we may
where
Note that for
take 6i (t) ii. Setting 0’ =
i >jo), t’ =
i >jo), we conclude that
is non-singular.
For i>jo,
and so we may define polar co-ordinates (r;, 6J on
such
C02i)
9~ is Coo near To. Define

Proof of Lemma

zero

corners, then

so

=

=

which is C2,(X. Note that S2 is described near roo by the constraints
for
Setting u’ _ (uj, 1 > 2 jo) and
i>jo), we find that invertibility of u near roo follows from the invertibility of the 2 p’ x 2 p’ Jacobian
matrices au’/a (9’, ’t’) and a (o’,
For the following lemma, associate (multiple) polar co-ordinates
91)
with components
of 03C9 E R2p in the usual way.
LEMMA 19. -

ordinates, then
Vol. 29, n° 2-1993.
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81)

81)

have the

same

angular

co-
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Proof. -

For part

(i )

it suffices to consider p

=1. Clearly

where ei
(ii), if reT satisfies~T2014T((o)~r~
co-ordinates
of
then
co
E
t
1
co,
(T) and
angular
Theorem
6.
The
involves
substitution of the
Proof of
proof simply
estimator (25) into the unbiased risk estimate (8). As seen in Section 1,
the choice (25) ensures that the leading term yields the minimum eigenvalue
of the Laplacian. The burden of the proof is to show that the error terms
are uniformly small - and this depends on regularity properties of Un. As
noted by Bickel (1981) and Berkhin and Levit (1980), since Un vanishes
on
the behaviour of
and hence ’ti D1 f/f is unstable near the
boundary; and this accounts for the introduction of the extension sequence
For part

are

the

and

Performing the indicated substitution and using Taylor’s Theorem yields

where

{A}

denotes the indicator function of the set A. Call the principal
say, and calculate it using (24) and vm (r)
(r) exactly as
in Section 1 to obtain
term

Pm (r)

since

(Lemma 19). Uniform convergence of
Proposition 3 and the following uniform large
bound, whose proof is indicated below.
c

4 A (Q) follows from

ations

to

devi-

m

PROPOSITION 20. - Let

where

Yi

are

independent

Pois-

1

(’t) vectors, with ’t E T
there exists a constant £ 1

son

c [0, M] c
R + and
(M) > 0 such that

It remains to show that the
express hmi and hmi (z)

we

=

error

hmi (z)

rrc - °‘ for 0

a

1 /2.

Then

Rim --+ 0 uniformly in T. First,
and their derivatives in terms of u~.

terms
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co-ordinates (r;, 6,) of 03C9 ~ R2p, and (abusing
notation)
8?==(0...0, cos 8i, sin 8i, 0 ... o). Let Du and D2 u denote
gradient and Hessian matrix of u in the 03C9 co-ordinate system. Calculation
gives (dropping the index m)
For this

we

need

polar

set

To

estimate ri-l aT Du, we express it in terms
for r-1

by solving

in the

and noting that the
Thus

To estimate

valid for

and i + h

T

identity

term

we use

of second derivatives of u

drops

out due to radial

symmetry of u.

the bound

belonging to a given

set B. Thus

To simplify notation, we sometimes use T (r~) for Tll below. Now use
the containment
(T (r~ m)) c Q (’nm~2), together with (50), (52) and (20)
to bound
Tllm in terms of
,

Theorem 4

(iii) gives

a

bound

_ K uniformly as £m ~ 0. Since
it follows from the uniform version of
and the uniform bound on D2 u that there exists
for large m. For the second term in (53), note
(X

d (S2 (~ m~2), ~SZ (2 r~ m~2)) >__ r~ m~2,
Giraud’s

theorem
c > 0 for which
that

where

we

depending

[4 (iii)]

have set
on m or

Vol. 29, n° 2-1993.

r~=r~2014~ ~.
T,

we

obtain

In summary,

using c;

for constants not
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Arguing in similar fashion for R2m and R3 m we

It now follows from
if we choose r~m = m Theorem 6..

obtain

0 uniformly in 03C4 ~ T
Proposition 20 that
~ for 0Pa/2. This completes the proof of

Proof of Proposition 20. - Consider first the one-dimensional
suppose Xl, ...,X~ are i. i. d. distributed as Poisson (r).
(i) There exists a positive constant E such that uniformly in T,

The

Markov’s

(standard) prpof applies
and

P’t
where

optimizes

over (X

to

example,

to

Choose 8 > 0

so

that for

Then for

!jc!l/2,
(ii) Given M > 0,
and b such

Suppose first b >_ t +

there exists

a

positive constant El,

such that

uniformly

that
m - *,

so

that

(i ) a) applies directly,
to which

for

yield

f (r, b) = i - b - b log [1 +

in

inequality,

case:

while if

*, then

(i ) a) applies. Secondly,

to which

(i) b) applies.
Turning to the multivariate

case,

we

note that

Thus

to which

(ii) applies..
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Proof of Lemma 10. - This is a minor variation on a standard identity
[e. g. Berger (1985), Johnstone, (1986)]. Let 8o(~)=x and note that since
and bP,1 (x) = 0 if xl xi. Thus
03B4P~D, both

Substitution of (35) and

(36) yields (37)

and

(39) respectively. []
Choose Po, P 1 E P* ( T ) and let
Proof of Lemma 11.
We show that
Pt (1- t) Po + t P1, so that ptx (1- t) pox +
k : t ~ Kx(t)
is strictly convex for t E (o, 1 ) unless pox 1x for all x E Z +,
in Which case
P 1. Let
x! and
[tx
ei]2/t,
ei
p 1x} > 0}. Then
Xo = { x : max {0x,
-

=

=

=

-

°

If ut and vt
wt ui /vt is

x -

x -

linear functions of t such that vt > 0 for 0 t 1, then
for 0 t 1, indeed wt 2
[ut vt ut] 2. In this
and
x~ Thus k ~t~ 1S convex,
application,
ei
ei
and k = 0 implies that
for all x such that xi >_ Ki and
x - ei E Xo. Calculation shows that this implies
=

are

=

convex

=pt, x -

~

Since 0x = 1x = 1
either both

Proof of Lemma

The

at

positive

12. -

pox

and

pix

are

For ~ E ~, summation by parts establishes that

Cauchy-Schwartz inequality yields

say, which establishes
The condition for

~"~

we deduce by induction that
both zero, and hence equal at all

x = 0,

or

(Px -

Vol. 29, n° 2-1993.

in (41) (again since
in (54)
suggests
such that
K~ andx I =

inequality
equality
for

x

the

~

if
definition
n; and zero
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otherwise. Indeed

and hence L2 (~n)/R (())") i

Proof of

Lemma

Kx (x) as n - oo. a
13. - Equation (42) is just (36). The identity
permits integration by parts:

Division

yields (43)..
by
Proof of Theorem 14. - For part (i ), it remains
so that
on 11m (p). Suppose that T c [0,

to establish the bound

Relabelling

indices if necessary, consider the case when i =1 is not a critical index,
There exists El > 0 such that
and set ~=(~2.....~p). ’t’ = (i2,
and
Hence
03C4 ~ T implies
...,

Arguing similarly for the other indices yields the conclusion (i).
we may define 03C6 ~ 03A6 by 03C6(x) = ~(x/m). ConverFor part (ii), if
there exists x E Xx satisfying this relation. This equivasely, given ~ E
lence and (44) show that the numerators of formulas (45) and (41) agree
when 7T=7r(7~F). Write the denominator of (41) as

This leads to the form claimed

where
i I xi = 0

in (45). To bound 8mx, consider only the case that
and suppose that ’t E T
x’ = (x2,
xp), ’t’ = (i2,
that
It
follows
>0.
To1 >_ E 1
...,

...,

Finally, for part (iii )

set

implies

and

write

’

i

x

F,

we

substitute

(43)..
Proof of Theorem

15. - If

0

a. e.

write
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where

Clearly Jm (F) =

sup

Jm (F, x)

and

J (F) = sup J (F, x).
~ ~ X

~ ~ X

The
We first prove part (i) under the assumption that
that
show
to
it
suffices
that
point of the test function representation is
a. e. F such that ~ ~ X (we may ignore
x) for all
Jm (Fm,
For such x, w (F, x)>0. and so we need only check that
and w m (F m’ x) converge to n (F, x) and w (F, x) respectively.
We consider only nm as the method for w~ is similar and the bound in
Theorem 14 (iii) shows already that we may ignore bmx (x). It is enough
.

to consider

We

merely

i =1,

and to show that

sketch the details involved in

verifying

that

i1.1, m

-

0. We have

appropriate T*, T+ depending on x, m. Suppose supp ~1 c [0, c]P.
Decomposing R~ x R + into A { ’t E [0, 2 c]p ~, B = {T ~ [0, 2 c]P, x fj [0,
and C={r~[0, 2 c]P, x E [0, c]p ~, exploiting the smoothness and compact
support of Xl and a large deviations argument complete the proof.
and proceed to part (ii). Note first
We now assume that
we have from (55) [noting that 8mx (x) _ 0]
that if
for

=

Write
so

I ’t 100
"

Fix c>0: Let ~ be

for

that Xt’" ’’m

a

vector field in X constructed

t

=0

Vol. 29, n° 2-1993.
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in which

is

case
’

unimodal,
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with
for
deration of xm,near ’ti

by

Jensen’s

inequality.

= 0 for r~~ ~/2
largeI ’t 100 shows that

c] and

=0

Let

and for

N03B4,i={03C4:03C4i~03B4}
’

or

T~2c. Consi-

Weak

and

con-

’

i

Fm to Fo implies the existence of 03B4m>0, lim inf 03B4m=0
Fm (N (~m)) >_ 11 Fo (aR+)/2. Consequently

vergence of

which

for

=

Proof of Theorem

16. - We

use

(46)

to write

where
and the bound of Theorem 14

(i) shows that

we

may

ignore

By

Cauchy-Schwartz
and

Young’s extension of the dominated convergence theorem (e. g.
Loeve, 1977,
pp. 164-165) reduces the task to showing that
Ami (’t) ai (’t) ’ti (Di flf)2 (t) for (almost all) ’t in T { f > 0 }.
-

=

=

Introduce
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and put
theorem:

The

following

two

properties

now

suffice to prove the

( 1 ) am (z) ~ a (z) uniformly on compact subsets of T n (0,
(2) For some 11 > 0, if y(to)~11 then
y (Zm) r~ /2] 0.
Property ( 1 ) follows from Lemma 47 and the relation (49). We present
only an outline for the proof of step (2). This follows from standard large
deviation results if am (z) grows at worst polynomially in m and z. Now
-~

1 ) -1 bmi (z),
Let
that for

P

Call the

integral ratio

and
Thus

(o)

Now
z

near

where
From the assumed

Imz].
regularity off,

it follows

small

the

on

the

right

side

Rm (~3).

Let

density of the measure T,z (o)

(and
J have at
(common) lower

the

in z E T ,,/2.
and hence ami (z)..

uniformly

worst

=
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for suitable P>1, shows that
This implies a polynomial growth bound
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Proof of Lemma 17. - We give the proof for p =1; the multivariate
proceeds similarly. The integral may be written as EZ g (rm) where
m0393m ~ Gamma (mz + 1,1 ) and the superscript z makes explicit the
dependence on the parameters of the Gamma distribution. Let
case

nuity of g. Suppose zejci, cj

c

(0,

and ~9 be the modulus of contioo). Then

Z-l m-l (mz+ 1)~c4Ç~2 uniBy Chebychev’s inequality,
~ 0
Thus
in
uniformly in such z if Çm ~ oo and
Rm
formly ZE[C1, c2].
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